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Stresses in Beams

Stresses in beams

Forces and couples acting on the beom couse bending (flexurol sfresses/

and shearing stresses on ony cross section of the beom ond deflection

perpendiculor to the longitudinol oxis of the beom. lf couples are opplied

to the ends of the beam and no forces oct on it, the bending is said to be

pure bending. lf forces produce the bending, the bending is called ordinary
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AssumPtions

tn using the fotlowing formulos for flexurol and sheoring stresses, it is assumed

thot:

7-a plone section of the beom is normalto fts longitudinal.

2- The material of beam is homogenous ond obeys Hooks law.

3- Moduli of elasticity in tension and compression ore equal.
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4-The beam is′″′tiattFif9こ熱・lel｀10sa
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Stresses in Beams

Flexure Formulq

Sfresses coused by the bending moment ore known os flexural or
bending sfresses. Consider a beam to be loaded os shown.
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Stresses in Beams

Fromめ e sttο wnノgure rFlig-1-c―ノ
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From the shown figure (Fig-2- )

Applied the equilibrium conditions:

In=o
l-t

I odA=O
J

/t1 vdA=o

Ef
;Jtde-o
f
J I an -- f A = moment of area

';{7il-0, t=o

Yita-=oL
M=Mr

u = I o y dA -t- lrz ae , ! y' dA -- moment of lnenia

EilI=--I ---(2)p

From equation (2)
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MC
omax = T

M
omox = ft

The rotio (t lc) is colled section modulus ond is usuolly denoted by s with

units of mm3 or in3

j. (fmax 一 一一一 ―(4)

This form is convenient becouse the volues of s ore ovailable in hondbooks

for a wide ronge of stondord structural shopes.

Note: The simitarity between the torsion formulo (r -U1 ond
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Stresses in Beams
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Tensile sutsses

Figure-3- Compressive ond Tensile Stress in Beam
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Stresses in Beams

Unsymmetricol Beoms

FlexurolStress vories directly linearly with distance from the neutrol oxis.

Thus for o symmetricol section such as wide flange, the compressive ond

tensile stresses will be the same. This will be desirable if the moterial is

both equalty strong in tension and compression. However, there ore

materials, such os cast iron, which ore strong in compression than in

tension. lt is therefore desiroble to use o beam with unsymmetricol cross

section giving more orea in the compression port making the stronger

fiber located of o greater distonce from the neutral axis than the weoker

fiber. Some of these sections are shown below.
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t=(7+Adz)

EX/ Bosed on the cross section geometry, Colculote the

section centroid ond the moment of inertia.
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Stresses in Beams

Bascd on the cross section geometry9 calculate

the location ofthc section centroid and

mol■ ent of inertia.

. Areq ,r*2 yA rrlII13

1120x90=1800

2140x30=1200

: ΣA=3000 ZTA* I l4x 103

7=E yA=里登 __=38 mm
ΣA  3000

r/=Σ
lr十

五d2)=Σ
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=(1ち 9ox 203+1800x122)+(lL30× 403+1200x182)

r=868x103mm=868× 10~91114
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Stresses in Beams

Ql/ A cqntilever beom, 50 mm wide by 150 mm high ond 5 m long, corries o

load that varies uniformly from zero ot the free end to 7000 N/m ot the wall.

(o) Compute the mognitude ond locotion of the maximum flexurol stress. (b)

Determine the type ond magnitude of the stress in a fiber 20 mm from the

top of the beam ot o section 2 m from the free end.

Q2/ A simply supported beam, 2 in wide by 4 in high and 72 ft long is

subjected to o concentroted load of 2000 lb ot o point 3 ft from one of the

supports. Determine the moximum fiber stress and the stress in a fiber

locoted 0.5 in from the top of the beom at midspan.

Q3/ A flot steel bor, 7 inch wide by % inch thick and 40 inches long, is bent

by couples applied ot the ends so thot the midpoint deflection is 1.0 inch.

Compute the stress in the bar and the magnitude of the couples.

use E = 29 x 106 psi. 
.u., n.

Q4/ Determine the minimum height h

flexurolstress is not to exceed 20 MPa.

\'.
of the beam sho{n jn' Fig. if the
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Stresses in Beams

Q5/ A 50-mm diometer bar is used os o simply supported beam 3 m long.

Determine the largest uniformly distributed lood thot cqn be opplied over

the right two-thirds of the beam if the flexurol stress is limited to 50 MPo..

Q6/ A simply supported rectongulor beom, 2 in wide by 4 in deep, carries o

uniformly distributed load of 80 lb/ft over its entire length. What is the

maximum length of the beam if the flexurol stress is limited to 3000 psi?.

Q7/ rectongular steel beom, 2 in wide by 3 in deep, is looded os shown in

Fig. Determine the magnitude ond the locotion of the maximum flexural

stress.

・・・=[f=]lr「

Q8/ A rectongular steel bar, 75 mm wide by 30 mm high and 6 m long, is

simply supported at its ends. lf the density of steel is 78so kg/m3

determine the moximum bending stress coused by the weight of the bor.

f 1^c: rr''f r ';tr^c
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